GREAT GUPPIES!... THAT EVIL SORCERER CAST A SPELL OVER THESE KILLER WHALES! THEY'RE COMING FOR US NOW!
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RECORD YOUR VOICE AT HOME

ONLY $6.98

Fun for the Whole Family

Make Your Own Records Anywhere!
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10 Day FREE TRIAL
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Chapter 1

HELP, AQUAMAN! I'M TRAPPED IN THIS WEIRD SHELL--AND IT'S CLOSING ON ME!

WHAT'LL I DO? I CAN'T FREE HIM BEFORE THE SHELL CLOSES COMPLETELY!

FROM BENEATH THE WAVES, AN UNSEEN ENEMY STRIKES WITH PHANTOM WEAPONS AT HELPLESS VICTIMS... AND, WHEN AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD SALLY FORTH AGAINST THIS FANTASTIC FOE, THEY FIND THEMSELVES UP AGAINST MORE THAN THEY CAN HANDLE IN...

THE HAUNTED SEA

"This periodical may not be sold except by authorized dealers and is sold subject to the conditions that it shall not be sold or distributed with any part of its cover or markings removed, nor in a mutilated condition, nor affixed to, nor as part of any advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever."
Dawn on the high seas, where Aquaman and Aqualad maintain a grim seahunt...

Suddenly...

Great waves! Look—the water near that cargo ship...it's forming itself into a—a kind of giant hand!

No sign of the ships that disappeared, Aquaman!

But it doesn't make sense! We've searched everywhere—including underwater! There should be some trace of them!

It's grabbing hold of the ship...

Quickly, Aqualad...we must follow it under—and try to rescue the crew!

And pulling it underwater!
AQUAMAN

BUT DOWN BELOW...

Y-YES...VANISHED INTO THIN AIR--I MEAN, WATER! IT'S AS IF--THIS SEA AREA IS HAUNTED! WATCH EVERY STEP YOU TAKE, AQUALAD!

SUDDENLY...

AS THE HAPLESS PAIR IS CRUSHED INSIDE THE FLUID FIST...

I--I FEEL AS IF I'M HURTLING THROUGH TIME AND SPACE!

TOO LATE. THE WATER FINGERS ARE CLOSING IN ON US, NOW.

THEN, AS THE STRANGE SINKING SENSATION SUBSIDES...

AQUAMAN! WE'RE IMPRISONED IN CAPSULES--IN A FANTASTIC UNDERWATER WORLD!

I'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS PLACE BEFORE.

WHAT'S WORSE--THERE'S ONLY AIR INSIDE OUR CAPSULES! UNLESS WE CAN GET BACK INTO THE WATER, WE'LL BE DOOMED.

LET'S TRY TO CRACK 'EM OPEN!
IT'S NO USE... WE CAN'T SMACK THE CAPSULE WALL HARD ENOUGH TO BREAK IT!

TRUE-- BUT I'VE GOT AN IDEA, AQUALAD...

...IF I CAN GET THIS CAPSULE MOVING.

IT'S SWINGING FINE NOW. HERE I COME, AQUALAD...

CRASH

THAT DID IT!

NOW, LET'S TAKE A SWIM AROUND AND TRY TO FIND OUT WHERE WE ARE!
AQUAMAN

But before they can take more than a few strokes...

Leaping lionfish--my foot's caught inside this strange trap--and the shell's starting to close on me!

I could open this trap easily--but not before the shell closes, I'm afraid.

Then save yourself, Aquaman!

Hurry--swim away before you're caught, too!

Hurry, Aquaman, hurry!

Relax, Aqualad--I've got a notion!

There! This heavy stalk should keep the shell from closing any more! Now, hold still, while I unclamp your foot.

Before long...

Thanks a lot, Aquaman! But what's behind these deadly traps?

I sure wish I knew! Let's go--but keep your eyes peeled for more of them!
As they round a corner, brief moments later...

Look, Aquaman! Th-there's the ship that vanished -- and several others, too!

Yes, Aqualad -- and there are the crews in those captive-air capsules!

No, Aqualad... you forget -- they would drown if we freed them from their air capsules!

Golly, that's right... but what can we do to rescue them?

Let's free 'em!

We can't make any plans until we find out where we are -- and who our unseen enemies are!

Just then...

Aquaman! We're under attack!
THE MARITIME MARVELS MOVE WITH LIGHTNING SPEED...

THANKS FOR THE INTERFERENCE, AQUALAD!

GOING MY WAY?

I THINK THEY'VE BOTH HAD ENOUGH, AQUAMAN!

YES-- AND NOW TO FORCE THE TRUTH OUT OF THEM!

KLUNK

WHAT--? W--WE'RE BEING PINNED HELPLESSLY AGAINST THE WALL BY THE SHOT FROM THAT AMAZING WEAPON!

I MUST CONGRATULATE YOU FOR PASSING EVERY ONE OF MY LITTLE TESTS FOR SKILL AND INTELLIGENCE! AND FANCY-- YOU CAN BREATHE IN WATER? I BELIEVE YOU WILL BOTH BE QUITE USEFUL TO ME!
WHERE ARE WE?... ON ANOTHER PLANET?
A POOR GUESS! TRY AGAIN!

ARE WE IN SOME OTHER WATERY DIMENSION?
NO-O-O-O... GUESS AGAIN!

THEN--WE MUST BE IN SOME WORLD FAR BENEATH THE OCEAN FLOOR!

HA, HA! WRONG, WRONG!

I SEE THAT I SHALL HAVE TO TELL YOU WHERE YOU ARE, AFTER ALL! LISTEN...

READER--SEE IF YOU CAN GUESS THE AMAZING LOCALE WHERE AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD ARE HELD CAPTIVE, BEFORE STARTING CHAPTER 2!

TOOTSIE ROLL makes HISTORY!

When Washington crossed the Delaware,
We know he chose to stand
But the truth in the case;
He gave up this space
To keep Tootsie Rolls on hand!

AMERICA'S FAVORITE CANDY

TOOTSIE ROLL
America's Most Exciting War Game

**Task Force**

Turn this advertisement and save $$.

Only $1.00 plus postage.

2 Giant Battlefields (with islands in the Pacific Ocean)

88 Piece Task Force

86 planes, 24 planes, 8 destroyers, 8 landing barges, 4 battleships, 4 tanks with movable turrets, 24 pull boxes, 8 headquarters, 4 aircraft carriers.

375 red markers, inc. for 2 or 4 players, from 8 to 80 who enjoy being amoral generals.

Simple directions include the most savage bombings and shelling.

Helen of Toy Co., Dept. 393

88 Toys Only and 88 Extra Toys for $2.00 extra. (Total of 176 toys)
Buzzy's Rules of Water Safety!

**Swimming**
- Don't swim when you're tired.
- Always swim with others.
- Don't call for help as a joke.

**Boating**
- Don't overload the boat. Don't change places or rock the boat. Don't go without life preservers or someone who knows how to swim.

What a dull swimming party! Here's where I have some fun with that new fellow, Frank... maybe it'll make Susie pay some attention to me instead of Buzzy.

Help! Help!

Gosh, he's drowning! I'd better try to save him.

Look at that--Wolfe's playing a practical joke on Frank. He's not really in trouble!

No, but Frank is! He doesn't know how to swim very well. Come on, Buzzy, let's go.

Hold on, Bill! A boat's quicker and safer for rescues than swimming, if it's handy!

Okay, take it easy--we've got you.

That was a nice try, Frank, but kind of foolhardy. You had no business being out in that boat, to start with.

If people would only follow the simple rules of water safety, we wouldn't have so many accidents.

Gosh, he almost drowned.

Yes, and all because of your so-called sense of humor, shame on you, Wolfe.

Boy, I sure got her to notice me--but the wrong way.

Published as a public service in cooperation with the National Social Welfare Assembly, Coordinating Organization for National Health, Welfare and Recreation Agencies of the U.S.
AQUAMAN!

WE'RE GROWING EVEN FASTER THAN WE CAN SWIM!
AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD
LISTEN IN AWE TO THE STRANGE LEADER OF THE WATER WORLD...
I WILL GIVE YOU A CLUE AS TO YOUR WHEREABOUTS, AS I FREE THE OTHERS WITH THAT DEVICE! OBSERVE!

NEXT INSTANT...
GREAT GUPPIES! TH-THEY'RE BECOMING GIANT-SIZED!

YOU ARE CLEVER, STRANGER... THIS ENTIRE WATER-WORLD IS ACTUALLY THE SIZE OF A SINGLE DROplet OF WATER!

IN FACT... SUPER-SIZED!

BUT WHO ARE YOU?... AND HOW DID THIS COME ABOUT?

“I AM BARON DEBOIS! MANY YEARS AGO, AN EVIl SORCERER, NAMED WRERDER, WHOM I HAD DESERTED, CAPTURED ME AND MY MEN, AND...”

YOU HAVE DEFIED ME FOR THE LAST TIME, BARON. THE PUNISHMENT I HAVE PLANNED FOR YOU WILL GIVE ME MUCH AMUSEMENT.

NO, AQUALAD... I -- I'VE GOT A HUNCH THE OPPOSITE IS TRUE! THEY'RE RETURNING TO NORMAL SIZE -- WHILE WE'RE STILL MICROSCOPIC SIZE!
AQUAMAN

"BEFORE WE COULD STOP HIM..."

BARON! HE--HE IS SHRINKING US!

YOU SHALL BE TINY, WATER-BREATHING BEINGS! YOUR NEW HOME SHALL BE--A DROP OF WATER!

"PLACING US IN THIS VERY DROP OF WATER, HE CARRIED US DOWN TO THE SEA, WHERE..."

"HA, HA! I WILL GIVE YOU A SPORTING CHANCE, BARON! IN THIS SEALED VIAL IS THE ELIXIR WHICH CAN MAKE YOU AIR-BREATHERS AGAIN! IT IS YOURS--IF YOU CAN SOMEHOW RETRIEVE IT FROM INSIDE RED CORAL MOUNTAIN, WHICH IS MANY FATHOMS UNDERWATER!"

"SAYING THIS, HE CAST THE DROP OF WATER INTO THE SEA..."

DO NOT DESPAIR, BARON! I, TOO, HAVE BEEN TRAINED IN THE BLACK ARTS--AND I SHALL LABOR NIGHT AND DAY TO FREE US!

IT TOOK MY LOYAL FOLLOWER, FREEDOY, HUNDREDS OF YEARS TO PERFECT A DEVICE CAPABLE OF SNARING HELP FROM THE OUTSIDE WORLD--AND TO REVERSE THE PROCEDURE!

THEN WHY DON'T YOU USE IT ON YOURSELF?

BECAUSE, MY FRIEND, WITHOUT THE ELIXIR, WE WOULD PERISH AT ONCE UPON RETURNING TO NORMAL SIZE!

I'M SURE WE CAN FIND THE CAVE IN RED CORAL MOUNTAIN! QUICKLY, BARON--SEND US BACK AND WE'LL HAVE YOU OUT OF HERE IN NO TIME!
YES, YES -- THANK YOU!

IT'S STARTING, WE'RE GROWING UP.

AQUAMAN! THOSE OTHERS WHO WERE TRAPPED... THE BAG THEY WERE IN IS DISINTEGRATING.

DON'T WORRY... WE'LL TAKE CARE OF THEM FIRST!

A TELEPATHIC COMMAND GOES OUT AND SHORTLY...

THE WHALES WILL GET YOU ALL SAFELY TO SHORE, FRIENDS!

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, AQUAMAN!

NOW, LET'S HEAD FOR THAT RED CORAL MOUNTAIN!

THE TWO AQUATIC FIGURES DART THROUGH THE WATER AT DAZZLING SPEED, UNTIL...

I'M RIGHT BEHIND YOU!

THIS IS IT, AQUAMAN-- BUT I CAN'T SEE ANY CAVE IN THE MOUNTAIN... CAN YOU?
HOLD IT, AQUALAD! THERE'S A CURRENT OF WATER THAT SEEMS TO BE ENTERING THE SOLID WALL OF THE MOUNTAIN! FOLLOW ME!

JUST AS I SUSPECTED... THE CAVE ENTRANCE WAS CLEVERLY CAMOUFLAGED BY A CURTAIN OF SEAWEED, COLORED TO RESEMBLE THE REST OF THE WALL. IN WE GO!

GOLLY! THOSE CORAL PROJECTIONS FROM THE WALLS ARE LIKE SWORDS!

BUT SUDDENLY... SUFFERING SNAILS! TH-THE WALLS ARE CLOSING IN ON US!

YES... MAKE SURE YOU DON'T GET TOO CLOSE TO THEM!

NO DOUBT A DEADLY DEVICE TO PREVENT ANYONE FROM GETTING HIS HANDS ON THAT ELIXIR WE'RE AFTER! FULL SPEED AHEAD!

FASTER, AQUALAD--FASTER!
AT LENGTH...

WHO? JUST MADE IT! AND LOOK-- THE ENTIRE INTERIOR OF THE MOUNTAIN IS HOLLOW!

YES, AQUALAD-- MANY CORAL MOUNTAINS ARE SIMPLY HOLLOW SHELLS!

LOOK-- A CHEST! I'LL BET THAT VIAL OF ELIXIR IS INSIDE!

I WAS RIGHT... BUT HOW'LL WE EVER GET IT OUT THROUGH THAT SPEAR-BLOCKED CAVE TUNNEL?

HMM-- I'M AFRAID WE'LL NEED SOME HELP...

ANOTHER TELEPATHIC ORDER GOES OUT-- AND SOON...

NOW TO TIE THIS END TO THESE EMPTY SHELLS!

THE CURRENT'S STRONG ENOUGH TO FLOAT THE ANCHOR CHAIN THOSE OCTOPI BROUGHT-- RIGHT THROUGH THE CAVE!
AT A SIGNAL FROM THE SEA SLEUTH, 10 SETS OF TENTACLES STRAIN IN A MIGHTY HEAVE-HO, AS...

YIPEE! THEY'RE POPPING OFF LIKE ICICLES!

LUCKY FOR US, CORAL PROJECTIONS ARE SO BRITTLE!

THANKS FOR THE HELPING "HANDS," FRIENDS! NOW, LET'S GET THAT VIAL OF ELIXIR BACK TO THE BARON, AQUALAD!

PRESENTLY...

I THINK THIS IS ABOUT WHERE THE BARON IS AIMING HIS DEVICE!

YOU'RE RIGHT... HERE COMES THE WATERY HAND!
Minutes later...

So you managed to get it, my friends! Very good... let me have it!

Ah--that's better! Here, men--divide the rest amongst yourselves!

Now that you're all okay, let's get out of this microscopic world! It gives me the creeps!

Fool!... you're not going anywhere! You are both remaining here!

What--?

Ha, ha! Do you know who I really am? I am Merder, the evil sorcerer -- imprisoned here by a good wizard, centuries ago!

Creeper Catfish! What've we done, Aquaman?

Concluded in Chapter 3

---
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I'm a Fudge Judge and I submit as evidence that all in favor of Tootsie Roll Fudge say "Ahhhh!"


Tootsie Roll Fudge
in chocolate & vanilla
SMOoth - CREAMY - DELICIOUS
BE MY GUEST AT PALISADES AMUSEMENT PARK, NEW JERSEY.
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO FREE ADMISSION PLUS 2 FREE RIDES... ACTS AND PARKING!

ADMIT ONE (1) TO PALISADES AMUSEMENT PARK, N.J.
GOOD MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS (EXCEPT HOLIDAYS) UNTIL 9 P.M.
Direct Buses from N.Y. 167th St. & B'way ... 41st St. & 8th Ave.

FREE RIDE ADMIT ONE "CAROUSEL"
FREE RIDE ADMIT ONE "CUDDLE-UP"

WORTH 65¢
THIS COUPON APPEARS IN ALL SEPT. AND OCT. ISSUES

Curious Coins! Odd Paper Money!
WORTH $1 - BUT YOURS FREE to get names for our mailing list

SEND for this valuable packet of odd and curious coins and paper money – an exciting introduction to fast growing hobby! You'll find money from Formosa (Free China -- our ally), East Africa, Austria, Turkey, etc. Actual value at least $1 - but yours FREE on this special offer!

JOIN THIS FUN RIGHT AWAY
Get your FREE packet of coins and money -- plus $100,000 in Confederate "money" as your bonus -- together with lists of popular coins available, and other interesting offers on approval. Just send coupon now, with 10¢ to help cover shipping, to:

LITTLETON COIN CO., Dept. HP59
Littleton, New Hampshire

Also FREE $100,000 CONFEDERATE BILL
This 100% Fun, actual replica is fun for young and old alike while the supply lasts.

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE COINS AND MONEY
LITTLETON COIN CO., Dept. HP59
Littleton, New Hampshire
Please rush me FREE packet of coins and money - together with $100,000 replica Confederate money... lists of popular coins available... and other interesting offers on approval. Enclosed is 10¢ to cover shipping.

Name: ____________________________ (Please Print Plainly)
Address: ____________________________
City: __________________ State: _____

PIONEERS UNDER THE SEA

CAN you imagine a mountain range that stretches clear around the globe? Or a chasm so large that at least six Grand Canyons could disappear inside it?

These are only two of the mighty wonders that are being explored by hardy and persistent oceanographers, as part of a world-wide project to map the vast area under the sea.

Sixty-six nations from both East and West joined forces in 1957, the International Geophysical Year, to get under way the most ambitious global exploration in world history, and the work is still going on.

And since, for many years, scientists have actually known more about the surface of the moon than they did about the vast underwater worlds, attention is naturally centering on the undersea explorations. Already, fantastic discoveries have been made.

One of the first explorations in the Atlantic Ocean, was of the tremendous welt, called the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Occupying a third of the Atlantic, oceanographers now began to map its vast extent. To their own amazement, they learned that it measured, in some places, as wide as 1,200 miles. At the base of the ridge, in the Atlantic's abyss, are bumpy stretches called abyssal hills. These lie about three miles below sea level, and are the deepest part of the North Atlantic, with the exception of the 27,510-foot-deep Puerto Rico Trench.

While the Atlantic floor has many plains, scientists learned that the floor of the Pacific on the other hand is possibly the largest and roughest feature on earth's surface. In the Pacific are the most breathtaking heights and depths on the globe. Hawaii itself is the peak of a 32,024-foot-high underwater mountain; and most recent measurements list the Mariana Trench as 32,024 feet deep.

Awesome are the gigantic east-west cracks that split the Pacific floor—the Mendocino, Murray, Clarion and Clipperton. These fractures stretch across five percent of the earth, and are up to 30 miles wide, 3,300 miles long, and 10,500 feet deep!

But the IGY scientists have not confined themselves simply to taking measurements. A large part of their time and effort were expended on the task of solving some of the mysteries that have long puzzled oceanographers.

For instance, for years scientists have been aware of an unaccountable rocking motion of the Hawaiian Islands.

Long study led to the discovery of a vast shifting process of the Pacific floor. And the scientists actually observed Hawaii in the throes of massive palpitations, as the Islands moved up and down four inches a day under the moon's gravitational pull.

Scientists are now certain that the Hawaiian Islands, which are surrounded by a deep underwater moat, will someday in the far future, sink into the ocean altogether.

The same natural phenomenon of the Pacific floor's shifting is also responsible for the gradual splitting away of California from the rest of the continental U.S. No one alive will ever see it, of course, but our great great grandchildren may live in a time when California will be several miles offshore—and, indeed, perhaps a thousand or two years from today, the state may be somewhere in the middle of the Pacific.

At the same time, scientists have tracked the emergence of new land in the Red Sea, in the Gulf of California, and in the Caribbean. These land areas, actually the peaks of undersea mountains, are gradually rising toward the surface, and will someday appear on the surface as islands.

The newly-discovered globe-circling mountain chain mentioned earlier is the 3,000-mile-wide East Pacific Rise which loops around Australia from South America toward the Indian Ocean, where it joins the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, making up a 40,000-mile-long subterranean range.

And the trench in which six Grand Canyons could sink and get lost in, is the awesome Tonga-Kermadec Trench of the southwest Pacific—an incredible area that is 1,600 miles long and 34,876 feet deep.

Yet, the work of the IGY scientists has hardly begun. As they well know, many more startling discoveries remain deeply hidden in the unknown and uncharted wastelands of the vast subterranean worlds.
THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS HAPPENED! AQUAMAN AND AQUALAD HAVE BEEN DRIVEN FROM THE SEVEN SEAS-- AND NOW THEIR FINNY FRIENDS BECOME THEIR ENEMIES, AS THE OMINOUS WORDS GO OUT THAT...

A SORCERER RULES THE WAVES

Chapter 3

MERDER HAS RINGED THE WHOLE ISLAND WITH SWORDFISHES-- AND TURNED THEM AGAINST US! W--WE'LL PERISH HERE, AQUAMAN!
THE HAPLESS AQUATIC ADVENTURERS FACE AN ETERNITY OF MICROSCOPIC IMPRISONMENT, AS...

OFF WITH YOU, PIPSQUEAKS!

WE'RE DOOMED, AQUAMAN!

YOU WILL RETURN TO NORMAL FIRST, YOLO! UP YOU GO!

GOLLY!

NOT YET, AQUALAD... WE'VE STILL GOT ONE THING IN OUR FAVOR -- SPEED!

AS THE TRANSFER DEVICE IS TURNED ON AGAIN...

NOW... ON THE DOUBLE!

WH-WHAT WAS THAT?

IT-IT FELT LIKE A BIG WAVE!
TOO LATE! BUT FEAR NOT... WE, TOO, SHALL ESCAPE— AND YOU FORGET THE SUPERNATURAL POWER CONTAINED IN MY 'THUNDERING ROD!'*

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE 'THUNDERING ROD' WAS AN ANCIENT MAGIC WAND USED TO PLACE VICTIMS IN AN OBEDIENT TRANCE!

NO! IT WAS OUR PRISONERS—HURTLING IN FRONT OF THE DEVICE! THEY ARE ESCAPING!

QUICKLY—REVERSE YOUR DEVICE!

SHORTLY, AS THE AQUATIC ACES Emerge FROM THEIR STRANGE CAPTIVITY...

OH—OH... WE'VE GOT COMPANY!

YES—BUT THEY'RE IN OUR WORLD NOW, WHERE WE RUN THINGS! I'LL SUMMON A COUPLE OF BIG WHALES TO TAKE CARE OF THEM!

BUT, TENSE MINUTES LATER...

'HA, HA,' WE SHALL SOON SEE WHO CONTROLS THE CREATURES OF THE SEA!

THE MAGIC 'THUNDERING ROD' IS UPRaised, AND...

SUFFERING SARDINES! HE'S KILLED THE WHALES WITH LIGHTNING BOLTS!
NO-- HE SEEMS TO HAVE PLACED THEM UNDER A TRANCE... AND HE CAN DO THE SAME TO US IF WE GET WITHIN RANGE OF THAT MAGIC STICK! COME ON!

NO TIME, AQUAMAN... HE'S SENDING THOSE WHALES AFTER US!

Y-YES... AND THEY REFUSE TO TAKE MY COMMANDS!

DIVE, AQUALAD!

FULL SPEED AHEAD! OUR ONLY CHANCE NOW IS TO REACH THAT SMALL ISLAND!
AQUAMAN

BUT AS THEY START THEIR DESPERATE RACE...

OH, NO! NOW HE PLACED SOME OCTOPI IN A SPELL—AND IS SENDING THEM AFTER US!

MUST GET THIS SEAWEED VINE LOOSE!

SWIFTLY THE SEA SLEUTH FORMS A LOOP, AND...

KEEP GOING, AQUALAD!

THAT SHOULD KEEP 'EM BUSY UNTYING THEMSELVES FOR A WHILE!

YES—BUT NOW YOU'D BETTER FIGURE OUT SOME WAY TO KEEP THOSE SWORDFISH BUSY!

GRAB ONE OF THESE FLOATING PLANKS, AQUALAD!

SOON, THE EMBATTLED AQUA-ACES ARE FIGHTING FOR THEIR VERY LIVES, AS...

CRACK

CRACK
AQUAMAN!
OVER THERE... A-TORPEDO RAY!

THIS STUNNED SWORDFISH SHOULD HELP US OUT OF THIS JAM!

THE TORPEDO RAY IS GIVING THE SWORDFISH AN ELECTRIC SHOCK!

DON'T WORRY... IT'S TOO SMALL TO INFlict SERIOUS INJURY...

BUT IT'S GIVEN US THE TIME WE NEEDED TO REACH THE ISLAND SAFELY!

BUT, NO SOONER DO THEY CLIMB ASHORE THAN...

BUT LOOK... MERDER SENT THE SWORDFISH TO RING THE ISLAND! WE'LL NEVER GET OFF IT!
Meanwhile...

HA, HA! THAT TAKES CARE OF THEM! NOW, WITH MY MAGIC THUNDERING ROD, I SHALL PLACE EVERY FISH IN THE SEA UNDER MY COMMAND!

WHAT'LL WE DO, AQUAMAN? WE'LL BE STUCK ON THIS ISLAND TILL WE DIE!

STEADY, AQUALAD...

Just then...

THAT'S ODD... ONE OF THE SWORDFISH DOESN'T SEEM TO BE CARRYING OUT MERDER'S ORDERS TO RING THE ISLAND!

Hmm... IT'S THE ONE I HURLED AT THE TORPEDO RAY!

YES-- THE ONE THAT THE TORPEDO RAY GAVE A SHOCK TO!

Golly!... MAYBE THE ELECTRIC JOLT SORT OF JARRED THE FISH OUT OF ITS TRANCE!

I'll test it-- by summoning a torpedo ray from some distance away...

It's working! The torpedo ray is releasing the swordfishes from the spells they were under!

Right... and now we can re-enter the sea!
But we still can't get too close to that sea sorcerer!

Can't we? I've got an idea...

Some time later...

Behold, merder... a ship! Shall we attack?

Yes— but first I shall place that huge whale-shark under my powers!

Now, I shall order it to ram the vessel!

Yeeh! Those fish-men were hidden inside!

I'll take that magic stick of yours, merder!

But next moment...

Merder! The whale-shark... it— it is opening its cavernous mouth!
YOU'LL NEVER GET THE CHANCE TO USE THIS AGAIN!

BUT... WHY DIDN'T IT WORK NOW? WHY WASN'T THE WHALE-SHARK PLACED UNDER MY CONTROL?

THE TORPEDO RAY GAVE IT AN ANTIDOTE AGAINST YOUR FORMER MAGIC!

WELL -- YOU WILL NEVER CATCH US!

BUT... GREAT GUPPIES! THEY ACCIDENTALLY TURNED ON THAT CAPTIVE DEVICE -- AND THEY'RE CAUGHT IN IT!

AND AS THE SORCERER AND HIS FOLLOWERS VANISH INTO THEIR MICROSCOPIC PRISON...

WITHOUT THIS, THEY'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO RETURN!

THAT'S RIGHT, AQUALAD -- THEY'LL DIE OF OLD AGE BEFORE THEY CAN BUILD ANOTHER ONE! BUT -- THEY Brought IT ON THEMSELVES.

THE END
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DO YOU HAVE X-RAY EYES?

Just gaze intently at the white inner circle on the purple ball while you slowly count to 60... then stare at the ceiling until you see what every one shouts about when they try a

Tootsie Roll POP

... the Delicious TOOTSIE ROLL Center!
BATMAN and ROBIN'S
MOST FANTASTIC FOES!

A STAR-STUDDED SELECTION OF SENSATIONAL STORIES IN THIS NEW GIANT SPECIAL

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

See the Many EXCITING ROLES of LOIS LANE...
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Learn To Play Guitar

The Chet Atkins Way!

Surprise your friends. Be the hit of the party. Chet himself shows you how with diagrams and notes. Even if you don't know a guitar pick from a shovel, Chet can have you playing before you know it.

If you have tried before and failed this easy-as-pie system will have you playing mighty sharp in nothing flat.

If you are a professional, here—for the first time — Chet reveals the "tricks" of his trade that make other guitar players drool.

And you don't have to read music! In this quickest-to-learn system, Chet shows you every step of the way BOTH BY NOTE AND BY SIMPLE DIAGRAMS.

Included are Chet Atkins' never-before-released, complete arrangements—worth the money alone. Also, five brand-new king-size pictures of Chet, suitable for framing. What a bargain!

CHET ATKINS IN A FAMILIAR POSE

JOSELY COMPANY, Dept. M626
Box 321
Westbury, Long Island, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

Kindly rush the Chet Atkins Method to me. If not completely satisfied I may return course to you for full refund.

Name

Address

City Zone State

Canadian & Foreign orders: No C.O.D.'s. Send International Money Order for $3.50 with coupon. □ Money Enclosed

SAVE 46c IN POSTAL CHARGES BY ENCLOSEING $3 WITH THE COUPON — SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.

COMPLETE CHET ATKINS COURSE

only $3

FRONTIER CABIN

BIG ENOUGH FOR 2-3 KIDS!

This huge, western-style cabin is a child's dream come true. Size Approx. 3 ft. high—9 ft. square, 23 cubic ft. inside. Endless hours of play fun. Big enough for 2-3 kids to 'Live' in this cabin of their very own. Constructed of specialty treated, sale., flameproof and waterproof DuPont Polyethylene. Use year round, indoors or outdoors. No tools needed, nothing to assemble. Sets up in a hurry. Just place over a standard bridge table, folds compactly for easy storage. Walls and door are realistically imprinted in authentic brown split log design. Peaked roof is in contrasting color. In a youngster's imagination it quickly becomes a RANCH HOUSE . . . FARMHOUSE . . . PLAYHOUSE or A LIFE-SIZE DOLL HOUSE FOR GIRLS. A Bank House . . . Jailhouse . . . Sheriff's Office . . . Secret Clubhouse for Boys. This King-size cabin is our greatest bargain in years. A comparable $3.98 value now only $1.00. This sale price is made possible by your buying directly from factory. We are the largest Mfrs. and Distrs. of playhouses in the U.S. Over 250,000 satisfied customers. They make wonderful gifts. Buy several. Add 25c each house, postage and handling charges. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Special Offer: 5 for $4.00 GUARANTEE: Try without risk or obligation for ten days. Let the kids play in and enjoy it. If they are not delighted return for immediate refund.

SPECIAL GIRL'S PLAYHOUSE NOW AVAILABLE

Same size, shape and price as cabin. Imprinted brick walls, French windows, folded wood-slat shutters, flowers, shrubs, sloping roof, large door, etc.

FREE Large 2½x3½" Name Plate fits on door. House can be personalized with child's name.

Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!

FRONTIER CABIN
DEPT. FC-27
BOX 269, MIDTOWN
P. O. STATION N.Y. 18, N.Y.

FRONTIER CABIN DEPT. FC-27 BOX 269 MIDTOWN P. O. STATION N.Y. 18, N.Y.

FRONTIER CABIN @ $1.00 plus 25c postage and handling

Girl's Playhouse @ $1.00 plus 25c postage and handling

Frontier Cabin or Giant Playhouse or Any Combination - 5 for only $4.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling

Sorry, No C.O.D.'s.

Name

Address

City Zone State

□ Check □ M.O. □ Cash
Boys, Girls, Men, Women

If you know just 20 people...

You can make at least $50**
-MORE LIKELY $100** to $200**
IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Everyone You Know Needs Christmas Cards
and Everyone Loves Wallace Brown Cards

Do you know 20 people? Of course you do! Add up a half-dozen relatives, perhaps 5 neighbors, the butcher, the baker, the grocer, your dentist, several friends and other trade people—and you've probably got a lot more than 20. So what are you waiting for? These folks alone can bring you in at least $50.00, probably $100.00 to $200.00 extra money in just a few hours spare time. And this is just a start! Almost everyone you know needs Christmas Cards; and when you show them the spectacular nationally famous 1962 Wallace Brown Line of Cards and Gift Items—it's love at first sight. They'll snap up 2, 3, 6 or more Christmas Card Boxes right on the spot. Keep up to 50¢ of every dollar you take-in! This is the fun way of making money because it's so easy. We send you samples that do the selling for you. And, besides making money you'll save money on your own personal Christmas Cards, Gifts, Wrappings, etc. See for yourself without risking a penny. Mail coupon, you'll be glad you did!

FREE

Samples of Popular-Priced,
Name-Imprinted PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS

Thrill your friends and neighbors and make even MORE MONEY for yourself with exquisite, custom-designed NAME-IMPRINTED Christmas Cards at amazingly low prices. A large variety of exclusive, original designs for folks who want the finest quality in Personalized Christmas Cards at prices everybody can afford. They sell just by being shown. It's easy, too, because ... we ship direct to your customers and we pay the postage. You have no bother, no trouble and no wasted time making deliveries. Send the coupon right away for your FREE Samples of the 4 Great New Lines of these fast-selling Person-alized Christmas Cards!

Get These 2 Assortments ON APPROVAL

Yuletime Charm Ass't. (top) is a tremendous value! 21 beautiful, sparkling cards glowing and glittering with old-fashioned Christmas cheer.

Regal Lustre Ass't. (bottom)... 21 magnificent cards on iridescent Kromekote paper, enriched with gold brocading and sparkling decorations. Sells on sight!

GET FREE CATALOG, TOO!
-Send Coupon Below

Be first in your neighborhood to cash in on this easy way to extra money with the 1962 Wallace Brown Line of Christmas Cards and Gift Items. Mail coupon this minute! You'll get 2 Christmas Card Assortments on approval. And FREE Samples of Name-Imprinted Personal Christmas Cards. Plus FREE full-color catalog showing lots more money-makers, including many Christmas Assortments, Everyday Greeting Card Assortments, Decorated Stationery, Gift Wrappings, Novelty Gifts, etc. Everything you need to start making money at once—and we show you how.

SEND NO MONEY

Postage paid or mail in envelope

Wallace Brown, Inc., 11 East 26th St.
Dept. E-266 New York 10, N.Y.

Send 2 Christmas Card Assortments on approval, plus FREE Samples of Name-Imprinted Personal Christmas Cards, FREE full-color Catalog, and details of simple money-making plan.

Name:
Address:
City & Zone:
State:

If writing for an organization, give its name.

Organization:

11 East 26th St., Dept. E-266
New York 10, New York
KNIN OR FAT, 15, 20, 30 OR 40 YEARS OF AGE
Just RUSH me your LAST CHANCE COUPON below with your NAME and ADDRESS ON IT and I'll show YOU absolutely FREE

How to GAIN UP TO 50 LBS. OF MIGHTY MUSCLES!
or LOSE up to 50 LBS. of UGLY, DANGEROUS FAT
And Become a REAL HE-MAN like MANY THOUSANDS of My Pupils in 10 Minutes, or 77% a Day

Yes! I'll Show You By My Quick, Easy Methods How To
ADD POWERFUL NEW INCHES OF MUSCLES around YOUR ARMS, CHEST, LEGS, etc.

How to IMPROVE YOUR HE-MAN LOOKS 100%.

How to BECOME A WINNING ATHLETE IN ALL POPULAR SPORTS.
How to BEAT ANY BULLY.
How to DO FEATS OF STRENGTH.
How to be a WINNER in EVERYTHING YOU TACKLE.

YES! Your Success Story Can Soon be like John Sill and thousands of my pupils. Think of it — a skinny weakening like you became a MAGNIFICENT M.M. MUSCLES — won a BIG SILVER TROPHY, his name, accomplishments engraved on it and $100.

A few weeks before, everybody picked on John, too weak to fight for his rights. TODAY everybody admires John's movie star build, he-man STRENGTH, his mighty ARMS, heroic CHEST, sleek, dapper WAIST, rock-hard TORSO, broad manly BACK, wide military SHOULDERS, new popularity with the BOYS and GIRLS. His winning drive in ALL SPORTS, his energy at work and studies.

NO! I don't care how skinny or flabby you are, if you are in your teens, twenties or thirties, you'll show in just 10 thrilling minutes a day in your home, you can make yourself over by the easy, quick method I turned myself from a wreck to a tower of strength and endurance.

YES! I'll ADD INCH UPON INCH OF MIGHTY MUSCLES TO YOUR ARMS, YOU'LL DEEPEN YOUR CHEST, BROADEN YOUR BACK AND SHOULDERS. From HEAD to TOE, YOU'LL GAIN STRENGTH, ENDURANCE. You'll be the SUCCESSFUL HE-MAN IN LOOKS and ACTS — a WINNER in EVERYTHING, athletics, business, studies.

DEVELOP YOUR 520 MUSCLES BY THE GREATEST METHOD!

This Can Be YOU in a Short Time!

I GAINED 60 LBS.
OF SHAPELY MIGHTY MUSCLES

BEFORE
Mailing Coupon was a
158 lb., 6 ft.

This now MAGNIFICENT, MODERN HERCULES, 26 yr, old
Believes in the ABC power courses from the

AFTER
Mailing Coupon was a
185 lb., 6 ft 7 in.

YOU can be too!

جون سيل

Dr. Winfield Scott Pugh, Commanding U.S. Navy Medical Corps

says JOHN SILL

WIN A BIG Silver Trophy and $100 IN CASH

MAIL THE COUPON TO ME NOW and I'll Send you FREE these
5 AMAZING PICTURE-PACKED TEST COURSES PLUS BOOK OF PHOTOS OF FAMOUS STRONG MEN ONCE WEAK LIKE YOU

Pick the kind of BODY YOU WANT Check All Your Needs

Friend, I traveled the world, studying every secret to PERFEKTLY develop your body. My "Progressive Natural Power Method" is TESTED—PROVED by hundreds of thousands LIKE YOU. SAVE YEARS, HUNDREDS of DOLLARS! Do as movie stars, champions like John Sill, Jim Norman, Tony Pasquarella — do! Mail Coupon Today.

AMERICAN BODY BUILDING CLUB, Dept. N.C. 29 GREAT NECK, NEW YORK
Mail me FREE all 5 WORLD FAMOUS PROVEN TEST COURSES, including PHOTO BOOK OF FAMOUS STRONG MEN, once weak, now famous Strong Men, and How to Become one of them.

I enclose 10c for mailing and handling.

I am under no obligation.

I'm checking everything I need to give me the kind of body I want.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

MILLIONS were sold at $1.00. Send for them ALL FREE. Mail Coupon BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!

AMERICAN BODY BUILDING CLUB, Dept. N.C. 29 GREAT NECK, NEW YORK

SPORTS, Self-defense, Strong-man Stunts, Courses, Apparatus. Let me know how to get these FREE!
100 TOY SOLDIERS, MADE OF DURABLE PLASTIC, EACH ON ITS OWN BASE, MEASURING UP TO 4 1/2"!

- FUN TO SHOW
- FUN TO TRADE
- FUN TO COLLECT

EACH FOOTLOCKER CONTAINS:

| 4 Tanks  | 8 Officers  |
| 4 Jeeps  | 8 Waves     |
| 4 Battleships | 8 Wacs   |
| 4 Cruisers | 4 Bombers   |
| 4 Sailors  | 4 Trucks    |
| 4 Riflemen | 6 Jet Planes|
| 8 Machinegunners | 8 Cannon |
| 8 Sharpshooters | 4 Bazookamen|
| 4 Infantrymen | 4 Marksmen  |

100 TOY SOLDIERS, Dept. TNC7
Carle Place, L.I., N.Y.

HERE’S MY $1.25!

NO C.O.D.’s

Rush the TOY SOLDIERS TO ME!

Name: ................................................

Address: ...........................................

City: .............................................. State: ...........................................

Canada and foreign orders send $1.50 postal money order.